Building a concrete pool has never been so easy.

Precast pool walls arrive on site, ready for installation by your local contractor.

(317) 251-0207
vanguard-pools.com
The Vanguard precast pool system is a patented pool building technique. The pool wall sections are cast in large forms which arrive on site ready for installation. This results in substantial reductions in the cost and duration of construction.

Unlike conventional concrete pool wall construction, with a Vanguard system there is:

• No need for trained labor to tie re-bar.
• No skilled crew of specialized pool installers.
• No installation or removal of forms from site.

THE SOLUTION IS PRECAST CONCRETE.
Unlike steel and polymers, the all-natural materials in precast concrete do not quickly deteriorate. The load carrying capacity of precast concrete is derived from its structural qualities rather than the quality of surrounding backfill.

**STRONGER BY NATURE.**

By producing the concrete walls in a controlled environment, a more uniform result is achieved. Variables including temperature, humidity and materials can be more carefully managed in a plant environment than at a job site.

**MANAGED EXPECTATIONS.**